
StreetSpace is an initiative of Frontier 
Youth Trust (FYT) in partnership with 
Church Mission Society and this year we 
were joined by Church Urban Fund 
(CUF). Our work with CUF is more than 
them funding us, it includes sharing 
knowledge, skills and 
experience in developing 
work with those in poverty, 
developing workshops and 
research. Over a third of all 
StreetSpace projects are in 
areas of significant 
deprivation, and CUF have offered a one 
year bursary for new projects in areas of 
deprivation to cover their StreetSpace 
membership. 
One-in-a-Million:
StreetSpace, working with Frontier Youth 
Trust and Church Urban Fund, undertook 
a study on behalf of Churches Together in 
England into Young People’s Experiences of 
Unemployment. The research interviewed 
over 100 young people in 18 locations (a 
third of which were from projects within 
the StreetSpace community). The research 
uncovered a wealth of raw emotion and 
highlighted the damaging effects of 
unemployment on young people. The full 
report can be found at 
www.cuf.org.uk/research/one-in-
a-million. In 2012/13 a subsequent 
action group (including the researchers) 
intend to undertake a sustained campaign 
to influence policy makers, churches, local 

communities 
and youth 
workers around 
this issue. 
Our aim is to promote young people’s 

personal, social and spiritual 
development in line with the 

core youth work 
principles of 
Empowerment, 

Education, Participation, 
and Equality of Opportunity.

StreetSpace nationally has been 
supported by:
The Jerusalem Trust, Church Urban Fund,  
The Westhill Endowment, TES, Greys 
Mission Fund, O2, and JD Sports.
In the coming year we will be appointing 
development workers for London and 
Scotland.
StreetSpace projects locally have been 
supported by a host of funders including:
Local Authorities and Councils, Lloyds 
TSB, Police Community Trusts, Changing 
Spaces (The National Lottery), Local 
Churches, The Community Foundation, 
Crime Reduction Partnerships, Local Trusts 
and many individuals.
The second annual StreetSpace 
Gathering was held March 2012. There 
were a total of 34 delegates representing 
16 projects. The Gathering is more than a 
48hr conference, we use participative 
processes to set the agenda that people 
want and give space to connect. The 

Gathering Goody bag included 
donations from Youth Work 
Magazine, chocolate (from Ian 
Sparks), books (from Nigel 
Pimlott, Federation of Detached 
Youth Workers, and Thrive West 
Midlands), and coats (from JD 
Sports). We held a Resource 
Exchange where projects could 
swap a resource with another 
youth worker. You can give 
towards our work via the 
FYT website below. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
SUPPORT AND TIME

Building Partnerships and        
Making Change

In 2011 StreetSpace 
became an O2 Think Big 

Youth Partner, working 

closely with O2 Think Big to 
deliver local community action projects 
led by young people. O2 have offered 
young people the opportunity to apply 

for £300 to run a project that benefits 
their local community. As a Youth 
Partner, StreetSpace have an annual 

allocation to identify, resource and 
support young people within our 
projects. In 2011/2012 we ran 14 

projects including a gardening project, 
music lessons, internet cafés, installing 
benches in a local park, and a skate-
awareness safety DVD. Young people 

who successfully completed a Level 1 
(£300) project can apply for a Level 2 
(£2500) project. StreetSpace will 

continue as a Youth Partner, in the 
coming year.
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What projects say about 
being connected with StreetSpace 

“Streetspace has been a great 
partnership with my organisation and has 

been able to add an extra dynamic to youth 
work that goes on at Heald Green and 

bring another level to work that we do. It 
also has helped provide a different style of 

training and youth work experience for 
the volunteers.”

What 
Young People say 
about StreetSpace 

“... has taught me to calm 
down and make the most 
of this short lived life ”
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StreetSpace continues to grow at an 
exponential pace. Although this was the end 
of our second year, we are a whole year 

ahead of the targets set. This means we have 
36 linked-in projects and have doubled in 
size since last year. 

Whilst page three shows some amazing 

stats about our level of 
contact with young 
people and growth, 

StreetSpace is a 
story of people, 
living and serving 

their local 
communities 
in innovative 
and exciting ways. Many 

of the projects that started out with 
detached youth work as one of their prime 
roles have emerged and spun out a host of 

activities, groups, and programmes.  These 
include work in rural, urban, suburban and 
coastal areas, with gangs, skaters, B-Boys, 

Neds, Chavs, Goths Emos and every sub-

cultural group that the media would like to 
name!  Work has also been undertaken with 
at risk young people including the homeless 

and those referred by Social Services. Whilst 
much of our work is group orientated, we 
get to know the people behind the labels 
and share their stories, their hopes, dreams, 

struggles and dilemmas.

As we have grown local projects have 
continued to develop innovative 

ideas and these get shared across 
the country.  The Lab in Newport 
developed The Kingdom 

Experiment which was piloted in 
other areas, and we have just 

secured funding to rework this into 
a fuller publication.  StreetSpace hopes 

to be more than just a network, but rather 
a Community of Practice. The many local 
ideas that are now being used nationally 

indicate we are well on our way towards 
achieving this.. A community of practice 
operates a little like old style 

apprenticeships, where there was a sense 

of passing on a skill, but in a wider context 
that passed on values and an ethos.  One 
strength of StreetSpace is the sheer 

diversity and experiences of the people 
involved, we include those who have been at 
the forefront of youth work and those new 
to the idea.  The training and support 

people get when they set up, the online 
discussions, questions, and participative 
processes we use when we meet, mean a 

whole new set of insights and learning is 
emerging.
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What 
Young People say 
about StreetSpace 

“StreetSpace is like we 
are one big family 

now” 

What 
Young People say 
about StreetSpace 

“detached is a weird 
thing but now I see it as 

normal...volunteers care so 
much they will come to 

me no matter what 
the weather.”

What   
projects say about being 

connected with StreetSpace 
“Time and again you are 

journeying on new ground and 
the footsteps have not been 

travelled before. It is so 
valuable to have a body that 
can be encouraging in the 

footsteps to take and sharing 
experiences and wisdom that 
may give understanding and 

form to the steps 
taken.”



Supportive and Measured, 
Focussed and Reflexive 

Relationships and Results
• 100% reduction in a rural area and 60% reduction in 
an urban area in incidents of anti-social behavior

• Over 5000 young people in contact at least monthly with a 
StreetSpace project

• Over half the projects regularly engage young 
people on issues around sexual well-being, and 
drugs and alcohol 
• 162 Youth workers and volunteers trained

• 206 Volunteers working with young people across 
the network

• 296 Groups of young people being engaged on a regular 
basis and moving through the nine stage process
• Young people mobilized and empowered to speak at local council and 
associated meetings on numerous occasions

Our focus will always be about locally grounded 
relational youth work.  We meet with the projects at 
least three times a year to help plan their work, 

and review against our 9 stage process 
(see below) and Every Child Matters. 
This coming year we will be changing 
to the new cluster of outcomes 

developed by The Catalyst 
consortium advising the government on 
youth work. 

We balance the need to be intentional about 
the work and targeted, with the need to be 
responsive and flexible.  This approach has seen 

a huge increase in outputs and impact on young 
people and communities, including:

WAYS TO CONNECT

StreetSpace Branches. - use the StreetSpace 
branding, policies, stages, constitution, welcome 

pack, induction and training etc. We help them set 
up, provide ID cards, and meet every few months to 
assess where they are in the work, help measure 

the outcomes, and plan how to move the work 
forward using our unique process. Churches often 
find the branch approach useful as it helps build 
credibility with local authorities and opens up new 

opportunities for funding.

StreetSpace Partnerships - within this we 
offer all the above support but the group operates 

under a local name (i.e. using a local church name 
or charity) and works in partnership with us to join 
the StreetSpace community.

StreetSpace Alongside - this offers continued 
coaching and support for established projects. 

Current Projects

Bideford Methodist
Birmingham Basal Heath*
Bristol BS1*
Bristol Counterslip Baptist
Bristol Shirehampton/Sea Mills
Cambridge - Linton
Carnforth (Salvation Army)
Chagford
Chard
Coventry*
Dundee (Hot Chocolate)
Glasgow North (Bishopsbrigg)
Illminster (Chard Sub-branch)
Leicester*
London - Harrow and Wealston (Ignite)*
London - Salmon Centre*
London - Urban Hope Islington*
Manchester - Heald Green (Cafe Unity)
Manchester - Newton Heath (Living Stones, 
Troydale)*
Nottingham - Meadow Estate (St Saviours)*
Nottingham - Arnold Estate*
Oswestry
Ottery St Mary
Oxford - Cutteslow*
Perth - Sidewalk
Plymouth (Salvation Army)*
Radstock (StreetSpace Radical)
Ringwood (Word on the Street)
Southampton - Lords Hill*
Southsea (Coolbox)
Tatworth (Chard Sub-Branch)
Thornbury (nr Bristol)
Wales - Holywell (Hope37)
Wales - The Lab Newport*
Weston-Super-Mare (Bournville Estate)*
Yatton Methodist Church

* denotes project in or engaging with an Area of 
Deprivation

StreetSpace is a community of people, projects 

and practitioners – together we have been 

journeying into new ideas, 
thinking and practices. In 

2011/12 we had use of an 

online forum where the 

community of practice could 

communicate – in that year there 

were 104 different posts, with 54 

users, and a total of 4783 views. Furthermore we had an 

annual Gathering to connect more deeply; and we piloted 

Exchanges, an exchange programme for youth workers to visit 

and learn from different projects within the StreetSpace community. 

StreetSpace is starting to benefit from the sharing of new resources 

coming out of local projects. In 2012/13 we are moving our online forum 

to the more popular Facebook, will host a third annual Gathering, roll-out 

Exchanges, and hope to see some collaborative and developed resources 

emerge from the community.  

StreetSpace has an expanding number of programmes and resources to support the work on the ground. All have been tried and tested in local projects, and help relationships grow, young people develop, and build community. These include; ZINE: a training 

programme for young leaders in a magazine format, M and Ms: a community consultation process, Hear My Voice: which encourages young peoples participation in political processes, The Experiment: helping put the beatitudes into practice, O2 Think Big: 

empowering young people for change. We also have a Training DVD and Exchanges to help build local capacity in local projects and support volunteers, we deliver Tailored Training each year to projects, who can also access FYT training as needed.

What   
projects say about being 

connected with StreetSpace 
“Joining with StreetSpace has meant that 
the project is being supported externally 

from the outset, and with a good 
foundation”

What 
Young People say 
about StreetSpace 

“My mentor has helped 
me to stop smoking 

weed.  When I come to 
the sessions I feel 

comfortable and know 
that I can talk to him 

about anything. “

The image above shows our 9 Stage model 
which is unique to StreetSpace. The stages 

enable help us measure, plan and record our 
work. 

The graph (left) shows the level of contact and 
how the majority of this is more than just the 

informal ʻhelloʼ of stages 1-3.
Of the 296 groups we engage on a regular basis 
more than half are beyond Stage 5 which means 
there will be a significant amount of issue-based 

work, individual support and a high level of 
personal, social and spiritual development.

What 
Young People say about 

StreetSpace 
“...has helped me and is still helping me to 

find meaning to life. I have made new friends 
and seen that people are there to help you 

and not to judge or think badly of 
you.”

SNIPPETS
“WE HAVE BEEN WORKING WITH A SMALL GROUP OF GIRLS FROM THE 

ESTATE WHERE WE LIVE IN NORTH MANCHESTER. THROUGH A COUPLE OF 
SMALL GRANTS WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO TAKE THEM ON REGULAR TRIPS OUT 
AS WELL AS GIVE THEM A CHANCE TO RELAX AND HAVE FUN IN THE TENANTS 

AND RESIDENTS BUILDING. A RECENT TRIP BOWLING ALLOWED 
CONVERSATION ABOUT GAMBLING AFTER ONE YOUNG PERSON RECEIVED VERY 
LITTLE TO SHOW FOR THE MONEY SHE HAD SPENT. HOPEFULLY IN TIME WE 
WILL BE ABLE TO ENCOURAGE HER TO UNDERSTAND THAT SHE CAN CHOOSE 
NOT TO WASTE HER MONEY BUT ENJOY IT IN OTHER MORE PRODUCTIVE 

WAYS.” HANNAH - MANCHESTER

“HAVING TIME AWAY TO BE WITH OTHER PEOPLE COMMITTED TO, AND 
PASSIONATE ABOUT, WORKING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE WAS INVALUABLE TO 

ME.  I FIND THAT AT POINTS WORKING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE CAN BE LONELY 
AND QUITE FRANKLY A HARD SLOG! SO ‘THE GATHERING’ WAS AN AMAZING 

CHANCE TO BE CHALLENGED, PARTICIPATE, LEARN, GROW, THINK, REFLECT AND 
DO SO IN THE COMPANY OF INSPIRING AND BRILLIANT OTHERS.  I FOUND 
THE FACT THAT WE JOURNEYED TOGETHER, DISCOVERING NEW THINGS, 
REDISCOVERING  FORGOTTEN TREASURES, AND BEING CHANGED IN THE 

PROCESS, REFRESHING AND SIGNIFICANT.  I WENT AWAY FEELING VALUED, 
EQUIPPED WITH NEW IDEAS AND RESOURCES, AND WITH RENEWED ENERGY.” 

RUTH - RINGWOOD


